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EXTENZA SOLAR: Solar charging RGB outdoor
floorlamp-150 cm

 8 003910 106819 >

N/A N/A N/A

Solar powered LED floor lamp. Height: 150cm, For outdoor IP66. With remote control: choice between white and 7 colors. Wireless. For garden,
terrace

DATI TECNICI / SPECIFICATION / CARACTÉRISTIQUES / CARACTERISTICAS / SPEZIFIKATIONEN

Battery (capacity mAh): LI ION 1*18650 3.7V 1800mAh
Power (W): 3
Colour: White
Guarantee: 2 ANNI
Width (mm): 400
Depth (mm): 350
Height (mm): 355
Net weight kg): 5,033



DESCRIZIONE / DESCRIPTION / DESCRIPTION / DESCRIPCIÓN / BESCHREIBUNG

Solar powered LED floor lamp: turns on and off by itself; just leave it in the garden: it will automatically turn on in the dark and turn off to
recharge during the day; just leave it in a sunny place possibility to recharge it also via USB port (integrated). Equipped with rib LED it will
give you a warm white light 3000K ideal for the outdoor area; but it will also give you 7 colors of your choice to entertain your guests.
colors selectable via the supplied remote control (red, green, blue, yellow, purple, cyan, pink); up to 300 lumens. Floor lamp with an
exclusive design with a height of 151.5 cm; simple and puristic design, suitable for both modern and classic lifestyle; solid and robust
construction; IP66 protection degree for indoor and outdoor use. Shade in pe plastic material; homogeneous and welcoming light emission;
metal base and tube; the powder-coated surface offers excellent corrosion protection. Colour: lamp tube and base: dark grey, shade: opal
white; measurements: h: 151.5 cm, lampshade diameter: 35cm, h: 30cm, lampshade diameter: 30 cm; the supply includes: floor lamp,
multifunction remote control; versatile use for example in the garden, on the terrace, in the winter garden, in the living area, at fairs and
exhibitions, in the shop window and much more; it can be installed as a single unit or in a group.

DATI LOGISTICI / LOGISTIC INFORMATION / DONNEES LOGISTIQUES / DATOS LOGÍSTICOS / LOGISTISCHE DATEN
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